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GOAL: Increase your understanding of 
executive functions and how to enhance them

PLAN
1. What are  Executive Functions (EF)?
2. Supports that help everyone
3. Specific components of EF & Key EF supports
4. How can we teach EF skills?



Initiate
Working Memory

Plan/Organize
Task Monitor

Inhibit
Self-Monitor

Flexibility
Emotional Control

“The Unity and Diversity of Executive Functions” 

Teuber, 1972; Gioia, et al 2002; 2016; Friedman & Miyake, 2017 
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GOAL: Increase your understanding of 
executive functions and how to enhance them

PLAN
1. What are  Executive Functions (EF)?
2. Supports that help everyone

✔



Overwhelmed people can’t learn
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Overwhelm is contagious

September 17, 2021



Unstuck Philosophy: Support before you teach

Key Supports

• Can’t vs Won’t
• Keep it Positive
• Predictability and 

structure
• Make Big Picture Explicit
• Talk Less, Write More

Neurodiversity is a civil 
right people can’t learn



Looks Like Won’t… Could be Can’t

Oppositional, Stubborn
Difficulty shifting

Avoiding overload

Can do it if he wants to
Difficulty shifting  
Lack of salience

Self Centered
Impaired social cognition

Poor self monitoring

Won’t put good ideas on 
paper

Poor fine motor 
Disorganization

Sloppy, erratic
Poor self monitoring 

Overloaded

Won’t control outbursts
Overloaded 
Disinhibition

Doesn’t care what others 
think

Impaired social cognition
Poor self monitoring

Greene, 1998; Bernstein, 2000



How can you tell?

Is it a 
can't?

Is it a 
won't?

9



Keep it Positive



Praise Examples

Effective Praise Less Effective

You did a great job putting your 
homework in the homework folder!

Good job! 

Thank you for cleaning up the first time I 
asked!

Thanks for doing that, but next time 
you should…

I like how you waited until I was done 
talking with Jayden to ask me for help. 

You’re so patient! 



GOAL: Increase your understanding of 
executive functions and how to enhance them

PLAN
1. What are  Executive Functions (EF)?
2. Supports that work for everyone
3. Specific components of EF & Key supports
 Flexibility 
 Organization 
 Planning/Working Memory problems

✔

✔



Initiate
Working Memory

Planning
Organization
Task Monitor

Inhibit
Self-Monitor

Flexibility
Emotional Control



“Asperger’s is like a vise on your brain.  
And each unexpected event is like 
another turn on the vise…it just keeps 
building until you feel like you’re going to 
explode.  Sometimes when you explode, 
it comes out the wrong way.”

- A young student with ASD

(Rumsey, 1985; Hill, 2004, Kenworthy et al, 2008)



What does cognitive inflexibility look like?

Can’t or Won’t?
• Accept feedback, different opinions, ideas
• Transition
• Handle frustration
• Start something they don’t want to do
• Stop meltdowns
• Stop doing something even they have been told to stop
• Avoid shutting down when something is challenging
• Stop correcting people
• Let other kids take the lead when playing



How can you tell?

Is it a 
can't?

Is it a 
won't?

16



Difficulty with 
violation of 
expectations
“But we always have 
pizza on Fridays!!!”In

fle
xi

bi
lit

y 
Ri

sk
s

Supports
Inflexibility Risks and Supports 

Schopler, Mesibov & Hearsey, 1995

Predictability 
and structure
Schedules
Routines
Predict change
Flexible adult



Overwhelming 
intense 
feelings

In
fle

xi
bi

lit
y 

Ri
sk

s
SU

pports
Inflexibility Risks and Supports

Schopler, Mesibov & Hearsey, 1995

Breaks
Downtime
Flexible, safe 
adult



Inflexible child

Inflexible adult

More inflexible 
child

More inflexible 
adult



Inflexibility Strengths

 Deep datasets
 Expertise in areas of interest
 Persistence
 Reliability
 Loyalty
 Routines that don’t interfere
 Inflexibility is adaptive. It limits unexpected, 

overloading events. 

September 17, 2021
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Planning
Organization/Integration

Task Monitor

Inhibit
Self-Monitor

Flexibility
Emotional Control







What do organization/integration deficits look like?

Can’t, or Won’t?
• Disorganized or literal language
• Asks for lots of structure in new situations
• Gets stuck on details- doesn’t let go of small 

mistake/inconsistency
• Behaves worse in unstructured groups
• Trouble learning from mistakes
• Poor written expression, Doesn’t get good ideas 

onto paper
• Poor reading comprehension
• Tests more poorly than expected



How can you tell?

Is it a 
can't?

Is it a 
won't?

25



Don’t show what 
they know
“My student has 
truly encyclopedic 
knowledge, but I 
never see it in his 
work.”

Di
so

rg
an

iza
tio

n
Ri

sk
s

Supports
Disorganization Risks and Supports

Make Big Picture 
Explicit
Study guides
Closed format 
tests
Writing rubrics
Structure



Missing Big Picture

“Recently, my son lost 
his backpack on his 
bike ride home. To fix 
the problem, he called 
911.”

Make Big Picture 
Explicit
Emphasis on goals
Break things down
Explicit short rules, 
checklists and routines
Structure

Di
so

rg
an

iza
tio

n 
Ri

sk
s

Supports
Disorganization Risks and Supports

Schopler, Mesibov & Hearsey, 1995



• Patience for details
• Respect, follow, use rules
• Good with recipes, checklists and routines
• Powerful computer related thinking
• Classification strengths
• Attention to detail—Sherlock Holmes 
• Mastery of detailed datasets
• Large Vocabulary
• Quick recognition of visual patterns

Detail Processor Strengths



Initiate
Working Memory

Planning
Organization
Task Monitor

Inhibit
Self-Monitor

Flexibility
Emotional Control



Won’t follow 
directions, work 
independently

“My student works 
hard when I stand by 
his desk, but the 
minute I turn my 
back, he is off task…”

Talk Less, Write More

White Boards

Sticky notes 

Socratic method

Computers

Pl
an

ni
ng

 R
isk

s
Supports

Poor planning/Working Memory Risk and Supports

Schopler, Mesibov & Hearsey, 1995



Break it Down and Make it Visual

John has a 
book I want

Hit John, take book Ask John for a turn

Time out-
miss recess

Was this what 
I wanted?

Look at book, 
give it back, 

get recess

Was this what
I wanted?



GOAL: Increase your understanding of 
executive functions and how to enhance them

PLAN
1. What are  Executive Functions (EF)?
2. Supports that work for everyone
3. Specific components of EF & Key supports
4. How can we teach EF skills?
 Common language of  self regulatory scripts

✔
✔
✔



#1 Foundational Skills

#2 What is Flexibility

#3 How to be Flexible

#4 Why be Flexible

#5 Your Goals: Getting what you 
want
#6 Flexible, Goal-Directed Futures



Self-Awareness
•Teaches key vocabulary, 
such as “Plan A/Plan B” or 
“Big Deal/Little Deal”

•Uses the Feelings Target 
to identify valence of 
emotions

Self-Management
•Presents the “Goal, Why, 
Plan, Do, Check” 
framework

•Uses iterative approaches 
to help students achieve 
personal/academic goals

Social Awareness
•Centered on the belief 
that neurodiversity is a 
civil right

•Uses a strength mindset 
to hone students’ 
strengths

Decision-Making
• Introduces tips to teach 
compromise and 
flexibility when faced with 
a challenge

•Teaches students how to 
resolve problems 
independently

Relationship Skills
•Teaches students how 
being flexible gives you 
choices

•Helps students be 
available for learning and 
friendship



How to be Flexible: Words and Scripts

• Great job being flexibleFlexible

• I'm getting stuck on ___, how can I get 
unstuck?Unstuck

• Let's compromise so we both get some of 
what we wantCompromise

• What is our plan?
• What is our Plan B?Plan A/Plan B



GWPDC script (Goal, Why, Plan, Do, Check)

Goal To have fun at recess

Why Recess is my free time

Plan A

Plan B

Plan C

Ask Johnny if he wants to play soccer

(If J says, “no”) Ask Melissa to play soccer

Swing on the swings

Do Follow my plans

Check Did I meet my goal? 

Which plan worked? 

Would I do it the same or different next time? 



Video: Modeling Plan A/ Plan B & Little Deal
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Click here for a demo of Module 
1: Training Orientation

Click here for a demo of Module 
7: Watch Teachers Put Unstuck 
into Action

https://trainings-theinstitutecf.umaryland.edu/pcori/m1/story.html
https://trainings-theinstitutecf.umaryland.edu/pcori/m7/story.html













I learned to recognize 
when I'm being inflexible, 

so I can change my 
behavior before it affects 

my reputation.

He has needed less help to 
complete school work tasks. 
Things got done without me 

even knowing.

Lesson were easy to implement 
and require very little planning. 
Everything was provided from 

worksheets to visuals to 
PowerPoints.

I know how to 
manage my time 
better…so I have 
more free time.

FOR HOW TO 
GET UOT:HS 

IN YOUR 
SCHOOL
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